THE SCHOOL SHOP
GIRLS SENIOR SCHOOL CLOTHING LIST 2017/18
Sixth Form Girls
Sixth form girls are expected to wear a suit. This is in line with the dress code for sixth form boys.
Girls should be dressed smartly and appropriately for working within a school community.
Jacket: A tailored or fitted jacket, without piping or trim that matches the material of the skirt or trousers.
No denim, lycra or leather is allowed. The jacket is to be worn at all times.
Skirts: skirts must be business-like and appropriate in length. They must be traditionally tailored rather
than stretchy or tight, with no revealing splits or uneven hems.
Suit trousers may be worn, but must be full-length and traditionally tailored trousers rather than
overly cropped or tight.
Shirt: unostentatious and plain coloured (cotton) or with a discreet pattern, button-through,
traditionally-formal collared and sleeved. Shirts must be tucked into trousers (this may not be
necessary for tailored, fitted shirts)
Jumper: plain dark blue, dark grey or black V-necked jumper or cardigan may be worn in addition to
the jacket, not instead of the jacket.
Tights: plain, non-patterned navy, black opaque or sheer tights.
Shoes: plain black or navy formal shoes (no heels higher than 2 inches)
PE AND GAMES
All girls must have:
Standard Games Kit:

`

KCS tracksuit bottoms
KCS smock top
KCS navy polo shirt
KCS navy skort
KCS games socks
KCS navy hoody
Navy Base Layer/Thermo skin (recommended)
Trainers for netball, Hockey astro shoes

Swimming:

Plain Navy swimsuit
Swimming Cap

Racket sports:
(Tennis,Badminton)

KCS white rackets polo shirt
KCS white skort
White sports socks, white trainers

Rounders/Aerobics

Same as standard kit

Rowing

Navy Base Layer, Navy Leggings

Additional Items:

Mouthguard, water bottle, shin pads, hockey stick, stationery items, name
tapes, locker padlocks, safety studs, swimming goggles, sports
holdall/backpack
All uniform and sports items should be CLEARLY marked with students full name.
Visit our website www.kcsshop.co.uk for opening hours latest news and offers
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